What we would like to see happen next:


We would like to see the new class award started
up.



We would like an anti-bullying leaflet given to each
child in the school and have it explained fully.



We would like each child to sign up to this anti-
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bullying campaign.


We would like a copy of this child friendly behaviour
policy given to each child. Parents or buddies could
read it to the little ones.



We would like this policy to be the basis for each
class charter.



We would like each child in the school to learn the
STOP message to get rid of bullying.

STOP-Several Times On Purpose.
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(How we tell if it’s bullying)
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Why this policy is important to us:
A policy helps everyone to know what we expect at
St. Catherine’s. It is important that the children
help to write it because we are part of the school
family and each child needs to know what is
acceptable behaviour.

What happens if we behave well?



We can expect to have a very happy school!



We can expect lots of praise.



We may receive house points.



We may receive a sticker.



We may receive a certificate.



We could receive a “class award”- voted for by
children in our class. It would be given each half
term and would be given for being “an outstanding
friend to others”.



We could be given some “Golden Time”- when we can
choose our own activity for an hour or so on a Friday
afternoon.

What can we expect to happen if we don’t
behave appropriately?


Firstly, we get a verbal warning and someone will
explain our mistake and point out how we should be
behaving. This could be an adult or a child and we

Our School - What we want it to be like:


Our school is special.



We love our school.



It is a happy school where respect is very
important.

should take notice. We should apologise for our
mistake.



We follow the teachings and example of Jesus
who asked us to love our neighbour as our-

If we continue to make the same mistake and
don’t change our behaviour, we can expect to:


Miss playtime minutes.



Write a letter of apology during playtime.



Put right what we have done wrong (like clean up a
mess we have made).



We are all precious.



We are all different.



We all have gifts and talents.



Everyone is equal and should be treated with
respect and kindness.



Our parents will be told, on the day, if we hurt
another child on purpose.

All children should want to come to school and
be happy when here.

Our parents will be told if the behaviour occurs
often.





If it is a serious matter, we may be sent to the Head
or Deputy Head teacher.



selves.



We want our school to look outwards towards
others in greater need and try to make a
difference to their lives.

How we should behave:


We should behave in a respectful way towards
others and be thoughtful.



We should have pride in our learning.



We should encourage others and use kind words.



We should respect the views and opinions of others.



We should respect the property of others.



We should respect ourselves and our appearance.



We should always tell the truth and “own-up” if we

Behaviour we will NOT accept at our school:


We will not accept any form of bullying.



We will not accept bad or rude language.



We will not accept any child being injured or hurt by
another child. This includes hurting feelings.



property.


We should not swear or use rude language.



We should look after our classrooms, cloakrooms and
all areas of the school.



We should be grateful for our lovely school and
grounds. We should keep in mind that others are
much less fortunate.



We should respect all school staff who work hard to
look after us and help us learn.

We will not accept invasion of privacy such as looking
in another person’s bag or tray without their
permission.

make a mistake.


We will not accept damage to other people’s



We will not accept any lack of respect for a person’s
culture, religion or skin colour.

